Software Engineer  | Patras(Job Code: SE-PAT)

This is a fantastic opportunity to join our Software Development team based in our Office at Patras Science Park.

We are looking for an exceptional individual whose key responsibilities will be to:

- Design and develop web applications in a multi-tier Java EE environment
- Support database schemas designs and query optimization
- Identify and apply appropriate modern technologies and techniques for software development

You should be able to demonstrate at least 1 year on the job working experience with Java EE and Enterprise Design patterns. Advance experience in relational database design and SQL is essential. Team player with strong communication skills and fluent in English are also expected. You should possess a BSc or similar computer/engineering degree. Key qualifications are:

- Experience in MVC model and good knowledge on the following technologies: Spring, Struts2, Hibernate, Ibatis, Maven
- Experience in relational database design and SQL
- Knowledge of XML, XSL, CSS/3, Javascript

If you want to make a difference and work with a top-rated team of talented individuals, come and join us. We offer a friendly, diverse work environment and a very competitive benefits package.

If this position is of interest to you and match your background and career needs, we can’t wait to hear from you! Please email your CV to jobs@motivian.com